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Collection Overview

Repository: Smithsonian Institution Archives, Washington, D.C., osiaref@si.edu
Creator: Washburn, Wilcomb E
Title: Wilcomb E. Washburn Papers
Dates: circa 1985-1988
Quantity: 5 cu. ft. (5 record storage boxes)

Administrative Information

Preferred Citation
Smithsonian Institution Archives, Accession 90-083, Washburn, Wilcomb E, Wilcomb E. Washburn Papers

Descriptive Entry

This accession consists of an addition to the papers of historian Wilcomb E. Washburn. All of the material concerns Volume 4 of the Handbook of North American Indians, (HNAI) for which Washburn served as volume editor.

Names and Subject Terms

This collection is indexed in the online catalog of the Smithsonian Institution under the following terms:

Subjects:
Handbook of North American Indians (Monograph)
Indians of North America

Types of Materials:
Manuscripts

Names:
Washburn, Wilcomb E.
Container Listing

Box 1

Organizational material (7 folders)
Deleted articles
Preface
Notes to Volume Editor
General information
General correspondence (2 folders)
Volume outlines
"Wanna-Be's" Raymond J. De Mallie, 60.61.62, possibility
HNAI quarterly reports
HNAI, status report, vol. 4
Guidelines to contributors
HNAI vol. 4, Editors intro.: Washburn
National Policies, introduction: Washburn
British Indian Policies to 1783: Jacobs
Sweden and Netherlands Indian policies: Jennings
French Indian policies: Wade
US Indian policies, 1776-1815: Horsman
US Indian policies, 1815-1860: Prucha
US Indian policies, 1860-1900: Hagan
US Indian policies, 1900-1980: Kelly
Canadian Indian policies: Surtees
Spanish Indian policies: Charles Gibson
Mexican Indian policies: Spicer

Box 2

Danish Greenland Policies: Gad (2 folders)
Russian & Societ Indian and Eskimo policies: Pierce
Military history introduction: Washburn (see #1, Editor's introduction, Washburn)

Colonial Indian wars: Leach

Indian-US military situation, 1775-1850: Mahon
Indian-US military situation, 1848-1891: Utley

British and colonial US Indian Treaties & Agreements: Jones
US Indian treaties and agreements: Kvasnicka

Canadian Indian treaties; Surtees

Indian land transfers: A. M. Gibson

Indian legal status: Baca

Presents and delegations: Prucha

Government agencies: Introduction, Washburn

Colonial government agencies: Kawashima

19th Century United States government agencies: Berthong

20th century United States government agencies: Nash

Canadian government agencies: Sanders

Government Indian schools: Szasz

Indian rights movement, To the Dawes Act, Mardock

Box 3

Indian rights movement: Dawes Act to the present: Hertzberg (6 folders)

Economic relations: Introduction: Washburn

The Fur Trade in the Colonial Northeast: Eccles

Economics: Hudson's Bay Co. & native peoples: Ray (2 folders)

The Fur Trade in the Northwest: Swagerty/Carter

The Maritime Fur Trade on the Northwest Coast: J. Gibson (2 folders)

Economic relations in the early southeast: Corkran/Usner

The Factory in the U. S.

European Trade goods as artifacts: Lohse

Indian servitude in the Northeast: Kawashima

Indian servitude in the Southeast: Wood
Indian servitude in the Southwest: Schroeder/Stewart
Indian servitude in California: Heizer
Ecological effects of Indian-White relations: Cronon/White (2 folders)
Christian Missions: Introduction: Washburn
Protestant Churches and the Indians: Beaver

Box 4

Mormon missions to the Indians: Price
French Catholic missions: Campeau
Catholic missions in the Southwest: McCarty (see next folder)
Roman Catholic Missions in California and the Southwest: Cook and Marino
Catholic missions in the South and East: Lewis (2 folders)
Catholic missions in the Northwest: Burns
Catholic missions in the Arctic and Subarctic: Dorais/D'Anglure
The Russian Orthodox Church in Alaska: Kan
White Conceptions of the Indian: Berkofer (2 folders)
Relations between Indians and Anthropologists: Lurie
The Indian Hobbyist movement in North America: Powers
The Indian hobbyist movement in Europe: Taylor
Indians and Youth Culture/Counterculture: Brand
The Indian in Literature in English: Fiedler
The Indian in Non-English Literature: Feest
The Indian in Popular American Culture: Green (2 folders)
The Indian in the Western Movie: Marsden/Nachbar

Box 5

Brasser's paper: "Early Indian-White Contact," Northeast Vol. 15
HNAI Vol. 12 - Northeast - Wilcomb E. Washburn's contribution
HNAI Biographies - General correspondence
Biographies status
Fritz's Biographies
Andrea Oliff Ludwig's biographies

Seibert's Biographies

HNAI Biographies in folders A-Z (2 folders)

Correspondence: A-E; F-L; M-S (acceptances and invitations); T-Z (acceptance and request letters)

Discussions on inclusions, etc.

Drafts and notes

Handbook office & WCS communications and Andrea correspondence